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More on Beautyberry
by H.W. Martin
Natural history.
Callicarpa americana is considered· a
characterizing shrub of the Upland
Hardwood Hammock plant association that is common over large areas
of north-central Florida and adjacent
south Georgia. "Characterizing", according to the Soil Conservation
Service, means that "this species so
commonly occurs in a community
that you would expect to see it there
at most locations supporting that
community." The Upland Hardwood
Hammock is a climax community
with high species diversity where few
pines occur and hardwoods dominate. Similar communities occur in
some of the more fertile uplands of
the middle and upper southeast U.S.
Coastal Plain.
Beautyberry is also sometimes
found in the Longleaf Pine/Turkey
Oak association, Mixed Hardwcod
and Pine, South Florida Flatwoods,
Cabbage Palm Flatwoods, and Wetland Hardwood Hammock plant
communities in Florida.
It is generally found at the edges of
woods, in forest openings, in hedgerows and along roadsides, but rarely
in open country. It is more likely to
be found in upland hardwood hammocks or mixed hardwood/pine
forests than in pure natural pine
stands. It is quite common in some
planted pine plantations, where its
presence indicates that the natural
vegetation once included a prominent
hardwood component.
It thrives in partial shade and fruits
most heavily on branches exposed to
the most sunlight.

Beautyberry in the nursery.
American beautyberry has good
potential in the retail nursery trade,
and also has good potential as a na~ive shrub for orn~mental plantings
111 the southeast Umted States, particularly on the sandy soils of the
Coastal Plain.
Beautyberry roots readily from
The author is grateful to Debra Gibson and
Brightman Logan of Central Florida Native
Flora for horticultural information on American
beautyberry, research technician Carol Eldridge
for field assistance, forester Gary Sick for
logistical assistance, forest ecologist Dr. Ken
McLeod for silvicultural advice, and soil chemist Dr. Domy Adriano for management assistance.

death occurred to about one in 200
plants. A plant ecologist in Florida
has occasionally observed the same
phenomenon with wild American
beautyberry.
. Landscaping with beautyberry.
Beautyberry should be seriously
considered for ornamental use by the
amateur and professional gardener
and landscaper. Because the fruit of
Beauty Berry
callicarpa is sought after by some of
softwood cuttings in sand under mist,
the best known southeastern songwith roots forming in 7 to 14days, or
birds - including robins, mockingbirds, catbirds, and brown thrashers
from cuttings of mature wood. The
plant is endo-mycorrhizal, so growers
- this shrub is desirable for planting
may do well to encourage this benefiaround Florida homes and gardens.
The Association of Florida Native
cial fungus-root association.
Callicarpa can thrive in soil with
Nurseries recently featured American
pH values in the 4.5 to 6.5 range.
beautyberry as a native shrub for
Lower and higher pH values may be
landscape use in Florida.
tolerated, but the extreme limits are
Plants native to the plant communinot known.
ty existing prior to development
In central Florida, callicarpa seed
should receive preference for beautifican be planted directly without any
cation and landscaping after developstratification. Seed can be harvested
ment. The USDA Soil Conservation
several times from October to DecemService recommends planting Calliber as the fruit ripening progresses
carpa americana as an ornamental in
all areas where the natural plant
up the stems. One nursery manager
observed seed germination rates of 50
community includes it, particularly
to 75 percent with seeds taking about . Upland Hardwood Hammocks. This
7 to 10 days to germinate.
community is common in large areas
Seeds can be germinated with stanof north-central Florida and adjacent
dard methods such as seed flats. In
south Georgia.
the February after planting in the
Other landscapes where callicarpa
greenhouse, seedlings can be planted
will usually do well include those
into pots, then moved outside when
habitats listed at the beginning of this
article. The Association of Florida
the weather permits. One nursery has
Native Nurseries (AFNN) recomhad success mass-producing American beautyberry plants with use of
mends planting callicarpa at home
slow-release N sources, superphossites in Coastal Uplands, Pine flatphate, and minor nutrients in the
woods, Upland Mixked Forests, Scrub
potting mix; shading of young plants;
Forests (north Florida only), Upland
Mesic Hardwood Forests, Sandhill,
watering potted plants one hour per
day, seven days per week; and applyCabbage Palm Forests, and Rocklands
ing Peters liquid fertilizer 20-20-20 ecosystems. AFNN recommends
every 45 days.
planting beautyberry in road rightsBeautyberry shrubs are subject to
of-way, medians, and under powerlines.
leaf spots, black mold, and various
stem diseases, but these are rarely
Callicarpa is readily transplanted
serious. In the greenhouse, they are
from the nursery or the field. Transparticularly prone to scale insects.
planting from the field to cultivation,
The author has observed an occaeven in summer, has been fairly sucsional "sudden death syndrome" in
cessful as long as digging, transport,
which, well after transplanting, the
and planting are done in cloudy or
entire plant or a large part of it from
rainy weather and plants are watered
the ground up will die just a few
regularly for about three weeks after
days after appearing quite healthy.
transplanting.
With the large planting of callicarpa
It is recommended that beautyberry
at the Savannah River Ecology Labobe pruned back in late winter or early
ratory in South Carolina, this sudden
spring to 9 to 14 cm (4 to 6 inches)
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above the ground, because flowers
and fruit are borne on new growth.
With annual pqming, shrubs will
usually not grow over 1.2 m (4 ft)
high. If sterns are winter-killed, the
plant will usually grow back from the
underground portion.
American beautyberry is available
commercially from nearly 20 native
plant nurseries in Florida. Twelve of
these can provide quantities of over
250 plants if given sufficient notice,
and several have this many on hand
most of the time.
American beautyberry can fit into
corner and border settings within
native plant or xeric gardening designs. It is good for naturalizing or
massing and has been used under
pine trees with excellent effect.
Because of its loose, open shape
and the fact that it is only showy in
the fall, careful consideration should
be given to its placement in landscaping designs. It should be treated as
an herbaceous perennial in most
gardens.

Beautyberry in reclamation.
Native shrubs are a valued part of
long-term
reclamation
strategies.
Several states including Florida have
passed and enforce legislation requiring use of native plants in land reclamation projects, particularly where
surface mining is involved. Florida
Statutes require that mine reclamation
"... restore the natural function of
the land .... " One of beautyberry's
ecological functions is to provide
browse in the form of leaves and
shoots for deer, bark and seed for
rodents, and fruit for birds.
Beautyberry has naturally colonized
several phosphate mine reclamation
areas in central Florida, but only in
the oldest (60 years since mine abandonment) sites. It is therefore considered a sign of late succession.
For native shrubs to be useful for
mine reclamation, they should be
adapted to infertile sites. Because
cultivated callicarpas are considered
to have low fertilizer requirements,
and the plant is found primarily on
sandy soils with low to moderate
natural fertility, it appears to be an
ideal native shrub for mined land
reclamation in Florida and elsewhere
on the Coastal Plain of the southeast
U.s.
Plants used in a reclamation study
in a borrow pit at the Department of
Energy's Savanna River site in Aiken,
South Carolina, have shown good
drought tolerance, but were killed if
subjected to prolonged or frequent
flooding. Sur vival of nursery-grown
plants was 88 percent as of July of
the first year and 79 percent as of
July of the second year. In reclaimed
borrow pit "soil", with virtually no
organic matter or biological activity,
beautyberry survived with no fertilization, but responded favorably to
applied chicken manure.
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Harris Martin is a consulting ecologist,
soil scientist, and biogeochemist with

Entrix, Inc., of Wilmington,

was conducted while he was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory in Aiken, South Carolina.
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